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This definitive chronicle of America's first motorcycle is an essential for any cycle aficionado. It
features concise hardware histories of every model produced by Indian from 1901 to the
mid-1950s, when the company ceased production. Author Tod Rafferty also covers the
millennial rebirth of the marque, including details and photographs of the new 2000 Indian Chief
and the new Scout. This comprehensive volume contains more than 250 specially
commissioned photographs, plus authoritative text and full specifications for all key
machines.Tod Rafferty is the author of The Complete Illustrated Encyclopedia of American
Motorcycles and Harley-Davidson: The Ultimate Machine. His work has appeared in Cycle
World, Bike, Big Bike, and American Roadracing.

Cycle World, February 2007“If you like to read as much as you like to ride, get your eyes on The
Harley-Davidson Reader.”                                                                                                                               
RPM for Truckers, November 2006“One of those rare books you never
want to end. You won’t regret buying this one.”Tampa Tribune (FL), Sept. 10, 2006“Maybe
motorcycles are your thing. If so, your dream book has arrived.” Realhog.com, October
2006“These are the biggest and the best writings, old and new, on Harley-Davidsons
motorcycles and unique mystique.”Born to Ride Magazine, July 2007“This book is pure
entertainment that fires on both
cylinders!” Motorcycle
Trader“This is an attractive, contemporary book that should appeal as much to non-riders as it
does to Harley owners and regular motorcycle riders.”(New Zealand), Fall 2006“You don’t have
to drink the H-D Kool-Aid to enjoy the Harley-Davidson Reader. The selections on early riders
illustrate our common history and the personal tales capture the elusive essence of why it is that
we have chosen to ride. This is a great addition to, any motorcyclists bookshelf. Enthusiastically
recommended with four-out-of-four cylinders.” – Sev Pearman, Minnesota Motorcycle
Monthly.About the AuthorMichael Dregni is the author of Inside Ferrari, an engineering history of
Ferrari automobiles, and two histories of motorscooters, Scooters! and Illustrated MotorScooter
Buyer's Guide. He lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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